In general the zone boundaries coincide with the center of the public right of way and plat boundaries. In other areas it coincides with lot lines. In a few cases it splits a parcel or lot.

In some cases parcels are split by two zones. This is not a mistake. Please consult with a City planner to determine the correct designation for your property.

Original map Adopted: Ord 99C-13
Amended: Ord 01C-56
Amended: Ord 03C-13
Amended: Ord 05C-02

The parcel layer is provided for general reference only.
Sources:
Parcels: 2013
Zoning: 2013

Disclaimer: These maps were developed by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These maps are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, or agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features. For questions or errors please contact GIS at (206) 275-7770 or (206) 275-7774.